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from Italy's fashion name Slam Jam, always has a bold use of color style to design shoes, then insert a different texture, with Italian
feelings, and to ASICS Tiger, the end of the 90s GEL-MAI retro running shoes, and asymmetric and multi-level design of shoes, Slam
Jam it is absolutely a piece of canvas can enjoy the play. The series contains green and blue two colors, bold and elegant
respectively represent the two senses, with pink as a series of media, and also the use of shoes and shoe buckle type avant-garde
atmosphere contrast, last details, in addition to the hexagonal honeycomb to create a three-dimensional, lateral lace holes under the
square, with Slam Jam "even the colorful, still did not forget to fine finishing. 

Slam Jam x ASICS Tiger GEL-MAI two color has been on the Slam Jam official website, priced at 130 euros, Taiwan, JUICE-Taipei
has released a notice of sale, interested investigators may wish to pay more attention to. 

source: Sneaker Bar Detroit / / Slam Jam

Under Armour join NBA star Stephen Curry, UA Curry Two All Star all star shoes, while the introduction of related clothing series, to
the upcoming basketball tournament in Toronto tribute. Curry last year led the Jinzhou warriors won the championship, this year's
performance better, in addition to being dubbed "four ball" fans of the hot outside feel, the team will have the opportunity to break the
Chicago bulls under his leadership in the 1995-96 season record regular season record 72 wins. Under Armour will be limited since
February 13th the first UA Curry Two All Star to sell shoes and clothing, shoes and totem stars embraced by the main part of the
visual style clothing series, embroidered with 1996 labels to celebrate the establishment of 20th anniversary brands. 
Under, Armour, Curry, Two, All, Star 
shoes with white bright styling, Logo for stamping processing, and in lace and lace holes with gold ornament, outside the bottom of
the ice bottom design with golden inkjet decorated, tongue embroidered stars to the Toronto grand salute, and the shoe lead labeled
1996 years as a symbol of the brand a year. Taiwan region is expected to be listed in February 13th, priced at NT$5280 yuan. 
Under Armour Curry Two 'Energy' > 
UA Curry Two "Energy" will be in Toronto low boots on the stage for the first time exposure. With a warm, vibrant bright red, just like
Curry's passion for basketball, warm up from the sidelines, practice before the game, and with a positive, energetic fight to the last
second. He will wear the Curry Two 'Energy' in the three point contest appearance to back-to-back titles. Taiwan region is expected
to be listed in February 13th, priced at NT$4880 yuan. 

UA Curry Two series of shoes are equipped with Charged Cushioning energy in the bottom, can quickly absorb the impact force and
landing into elastic feedback from the first step to start with good stability and explosive force, the shoe body using UA SpeedForm
technology, seamless lightweight breathable uppers can completely fit your feet, make the action more smoothly, react more rapidly,
to give the heel support, particularly adding stabilizer design in the heel, reduce unnecessary sliding, which is continued to promote
the excellent performance of Curry. 
Under Armour All Star series clothing since February 2 onwards listed Golden Era men's T-shirt, long sleeved jacket

for the playoffs and create Nike KD VI Elite today on the Internet with real shoes more clear exposure, unlike the first generation (KD
5) Elite version and the version of the regular season there is a great difference, this year KD VI Elite for a few details changed to
strengthen the purpose, one of the most obvious the change is the air cushion configuration, by Zoom Max Max Air change into the
soles of feet visible the original forefoot Zoom Air collocation, the designers in the body of the shoe is also under the foot work, using
the Engineered Mesh function to create cloth net has light weight, high elastic and breathable properties, reduce the overall weight,
plus Dynamic Flywire dynamic fly line to reinforce Engineered Mesh, whether the suspension, lightweight and support have done a
comprehensive upgrade. 

Nike KD VI Elite is expected to officially debut in April, priced at $200, including the OKC KD VI, matching the current exposure of the
Elite will be available at least three kinds of color; the future prospecting shoe will also send more reports, please be sure to pay
close attention to. 

source: simon5302

in Taiwan in December will be selling the Penny fifth dual signature boots, sports shoes before history is only the God of basketball
Michael Jordan with this treatment, but small is also mentioned in the previous article, this is probably for a year did not finish the
dream painting period, inevitably some sad, in from the time point of the past the past memory is Penny, instagram on their own also
show this year received the signature shoes, most of them are not listed or plan is not yet available color, people can not help but feel
Penny and his signature shoes have charm complement each other, one of the most talented players in history on the collocation of
creative Signature Series, which we cannot erase the memory in combination. 

source: iam1cent1



adidas Ultra BOOST 3 black and white style of Taiwan will tomorrow (2/21) for sale in the store are NTD specific, pricing 5990 yuan,
Adidas originals store Taipei earlier in the facebook fan page has released related news, the store selling point size is not the same,
intending to enter the hand shoe please more exploration pay attention, please refer to the following links within the information, the
actual selling way and place in the transaction mechanism please store announcement. The shoes sold more messages can also be
a reference station listing report. 

adidas originals store Taipei

source: adidas, originals, store, Taipei

adidas announced today its first pair of football shoes Samba primeknit, which uses knitting technology. Since knitting technology
has good coating and toughness, it can be used in football shoes for excellent performance, and each pair is knitted by individual
yarn. The innovative technology developed by adidas has different knitting skills to meet the needs of different blocks of the shoe to
meet the performance requirements of each block. 

this limited edition Samba primeknit will be sold at Adidas stores and related stores in the United States at 3/17 on time, and will
also be available on adidas.com at the time. There is no relevant selling information in Taiwan. 

source: Hypebeast

The absorption and brain in visual 
imagine, Nike past the flagship of the Nike Shox series is not only full of curiosity, and endorsement by the "half the heyday of
demigod" Vince Carter et al., make the shoes is very popular, a large billboard is the brand, it is not without physical players. Wear,
complementary collocation also left a strong impression in the hearts of everyone. 
but later shock absorber in the competition of science and technology, Nike Shox no longer seems to be the first choice of the
players, while the Nike slowly stopped development and breakthrough of this branch. Maybe it is very difficult to find suitable
spokesmen, but Shox shoes actually have been launched in the following Sole collector by sorting out the ranking, included the year
from 2000 to 2014, spanning 14 years, you can from the upper line, technology, design, to see the evolution of this particular
technique the trace, even is no longer Deep-Fried Chicken with Chili Pepper, but I want you to put it up you can jump higher "feeling,
should have not changed. 
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source: Sole collector

Stephen Curry was in the early season away game with this pair of decorative elements with golden Under Armour Curry Two by the
media and the first exposure to shoot out (see the station reported earlier), the brand name and official discloses color design
concepts, such as the universal guess this pair is Championship associated reference title 'Gold Rings' as the theme of the ring to
commemorate the warriors in the last season for the bay area to hold back after a 40 year hiatus of the European Blaine cup, the
internal standard tongue ring embroidery combination of SC and Logo showed UA totem. 

Under Armour Curry Two "Gold Rings" in the United States scheduled for June 4th listed, but according to foreign media reports
today has been part of the volume of the first sale in cooperation with the sporting goods distributor Champs Sports opened Under
Armour ARMOURY concept store, priced 130 yuan. 

source: Under Armour / Sole Collector
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